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D
Detectin
ng Anoomalouss Data Using
U
A
Auto-E
Encoderrs
J
Jerone
T. A. Andrews, Eddward J. Mo
orton, and Leewis D. Grifffin

comp
putational moodels, namelyy neural netw
works [1]. The
T
prob
babilistic appproach requirres a prior on the daata
distrribution, whille the neural network doees not; for thhis
reaso
on, we consider the neural nnetwork appro
oach.
Cu
urrent solutions, fitting this descrip
ption, typicaally
emplloy an unsupeervised auto-enncoder feed-fforward artificcial
neurral network approach [22]-[9] and make anomaaly
assesssments basedd on the maggnitude of the residual vecttor
(the difference bettween the netw
work's input and
a output), as a
ure to be comppared to a threeshold. A sing
gle-layered auttofeatu
enco
oder is compoosed of inputt and output layers of equual
cardiinality, and a hidden layerr that attemptss to recreate the
t
inpu
uts such that the outputss resemble th
he inputs. The
T
justiffication for this use of auto-encoders, for anomaaly
detecction, is that an auto-encoder trained so
olely on norm
mal
samp
ples should find
f
it difficuult to reconsstruct the inpput
signaal of an anoomalous sampple, hence yielding
y
a larrge
resid
dual magnitudde to such configurations, siince one expects
the latent
l
charactteristics of annomalous sam
mples to deviaate
from
m that of norm
mal samples. Inn our work, we
w only use auttoenco
oders with a single
s
hidden layer. We do this in order to
redu
uce the compputational exppense of ourr system, sinnce
‘deep
per’ networkss tend to be prrohibitive [10]] due to the neeed
for pre-training of each hidden lay
yer separateely.
hermore, therre is the issuee of the non-ttrivial choice of
Furth
netw
work
archittecture
sellection
wh
hich
requirres
hypeerparameter optimisation
o
over a sizeeable space of
possible configurrations, wherre the numb
ber of possibble
w increase the
t
conffigurations grrows exponenntially as we
num
mber of hiddenn layers. Moreeover, it is sho
own in [11] thhat
it iss possible too attain statee-of-the-art performance,
p
in
CIFA
AR-10 and NORB
N
vision tasks, using only ‘shallow’
singlle-layered nettworks. In adddition, empirical evidence is
prov
vided in [12] which
w
shows sshallower netw
works achieviing
recog
gnition rates that are competitive with their deepper
coun
nterparts.

Abstract—Th
he most generaal mode of deetecting anom
malous
daata would mak
ke no assumptions regardin
ng them otherr than
th
heir atypicalityy. For such a system,
s
choosiing features, too best
su
upport the detection,
d
is problematic.
p
The hidden layer
reepresentation of
o auto-encodeer artificial neeural network
ks is a
pootential uncom
mmitted solutioon to this. We have assessed these
features on a range of prooblems derived
d from two image
i
daatasets, feedin
ng the featurres into one-cclass Radial Basis
Fu
unction (RBF)) ν -Support Vector
V
Machine (SVM) classifiers.
Our range of problems
p
varyy in diversity of the normaal and
an
nomalous classses. Assessed across
a
the rangge, we find thee best
peerforming feaature to be a late fusion
n of hidden layer
acctivations, resiidual error veectors and the raw input siggnals.
Th
his improves upon the use of auto-encod
der residual vector
v
errror magnitud
de, which hass previously been
b
proposed
d for
an
nomaly detectiion.
Index Terms—
—Anomaly deetection, auto--encoders, onee-class
su
upport vector machines.
m

RODUCTION
I. INTR

Anomalous data
d are looseely defined as data items thaat are
wever, the speecific
attypical relativve to a normaal class. How
sccenario can influence whhich aspects of the dataa are
coonsidered inn making an
a evaluationn of atypiccality.
Consider, for example,
e
a theermal imagingg system usedd in a
m
mass
transporttation-screeninng context. We
W may wissh to
deetect people with
w abnormaal body tempeerature patternns for
diisease controol, or we may
m
wish to detect abnoormal
teemperature paatterns across the body inddicating conccealed
thhreats, or we may
m wish to detect peoplee with any kinnd of
abbnormality as a way to direect visual insppection efficieently.
H
Here
we are concerned
c
wiith this third type of ‘neutral’
annomaly detecttion.
Many of the
t
successess in patternn recognition and
cllassification are
a feature dependent,
d
thuus much effoort is
pllaced on the engineerinng of repressentative feattures.
H
However,
thesee approaches cannot be ussed when one only
haas normal dataa. Instead, wee propose to use features thaat are
diirectly learnt from the datta without thhe need for laabels.
W
Within
the field of unsupervvised feature learning, therre are
tw
wo distinct routes
r
one may
m
follow: the first liees in
prrobabilistic graphical models,
m
and the secondd in
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Fig. 1. High complexxity images (left), and low complex
xity images (righht).

Now, imagine an
a image withh a small resid
dual magnitudde,
with
hout more qualification this may not be enough
e
evidennce
that the image is normal. If forr example, ou
ur training sett is
posed of im
mages with hhigh complex
xity, then it is
comp
possible that the auto-encoder
a
w
will find it eassy to reconstruuct
ges that are annomalous in bbeing of low complexity (ssee
imag
21
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Fiig. 1). That iss, the magnituude of the resiidual vector of low
coomplexity im
mages may bee within the range for noormal
saamples.
o making anoomaly assessm
ments based solely
s
A criticism of
onn the magnituude of the ressidual vector is
i the fact thaat the
reesiduals of eacch feature are summed to give
g
a single value.
v
Thhis may be an imprudennt thing to do,
d since wee are
diisregarding which
w
feature dimensions contribute too the
m
magnitude
of the residual vector, and residuals in some
feeatures may be
b more anom
malous than in
i others. Whhat is
m
more,
current approaches
a
of this type fail to make use of
o the
hiidden represeentation, whicch has the potential
p
to be a
coompetent featture vector inn itself sincee it is capabble of
leearning first-oorder (low-levvel) features. Rather, we could
c
innstead employy a classifier inn place of a thhreshold, suchh that
w do not needd to transform the residual vector
we
v
into a single
s
vaalue. Moreovver, this allow
ws us to usee the input signal
s
veector, hidden representationn, full residuaal vector, and their
coombinations. Our
O hypothesees are thus:
1)) Using onlyy the magnittude of the residual vecttor is
under-utilising it for thee task of anom
maly detectionn: the
mance.
full vector will give impproved perform
2)) The hiddenn layer represeentations of an
a auto-encodeer are
effective ‘nneutral’ featurres for anomally detection.
3)) Some annomalies maay have abnormal
a
hiidden
representattions but norm
mal residuals.
To test our hypotheses,
h
w formed sevveral test probblems
we
ussing two diffeerent datasets: low-resolutioon X-ray imagges of
freight containers that may be empty orr containing cargo,
c
e
of the dattasets
annd MNIST hanndwritten digits [13]. For each
w constructedd a range of teest problems with combinaations
we
off tight and diverse,
d
normaal and anomaaly classes. In
I all
caases, we constructed the annomaly detecttion system on
o the
baasis of the normal
n
class only. Our system does make
m
minimal
use of an annomaly set during classsifier

mall number of
consstruction: we use it to cchoose a sm
hypeerparameters. This is a w
weakness thatt we intend to
remo
ove in future work, but we note that it is quite differeent
from
m using an anoomaly set to cchoose featurees or a two-claass
featu
ure space bounndary.
Ou
ur results empirically support ou
ur hypotheses:
emplloying the full
f
residual vector givess an improvved
recog
gnition rate over using tthe residual magnitude; the
t
hidd
den representaation has bennefits above using
u
the inpput
signaals and residuuals; and the hhidden represeentation togethher
with
h the residuals and input signnal is superiorr to any of thoose
consstituents alonne. In additiion, we com
mpared a poostclasssifier fusion technique
t
andd pre-classifieer feature vecttor
conccatenation. Inn the formerr, we built three separaate
classsifier modelss trained on the input signals, hiddden
repreesentations, annd full residuual vectors, an
nd then combiine
theirr label outputts, for each ssample, in orrder to give an
anom
maly score. Whereas
W
in thee latter, we concatenated
c
t
the
inpu
ut signals, hiidden represeentations, and full residuual
vecto
ors to form new featuree vector reprresentations for
f
classsifier model construction. The results show the poostclasssifier fusion technique to be a workaable alternativve,
attain
ning higher recognitionn rates, parrticularly whhen
comp
pared to pre-cclassifier featuure vector con
ncatenation.
II. DATTASETS
Wee used two daatasets (see F
Fig. 2) to asseess our anomaaly
detecction system:: low-resolutiion X-ray im
mages of freigght
contaainers that may
m
be emptty or contain
ning cargo; and
a
MNIIST handwrittten digits. Forr each datasett we constructted
a ran
nge of test problems
p
withh combination
ns of tight and
a
diverrse, normal and anomalyy classes. In
n all cases we
w
consstructed the annomaly detectiion system on
n the basis of the
t
norm
mal class only..

F 2. Some typiccal samples from the two datasets: X-ray transmissiion images of non
Fig.
n-empty freight containers
c
(left), X
X-ray transmissio
on images of emppty
freight containers (centrre), and MNIST handwritten
h
digitss (right).

throu
ugh 9 , centreed and scaledd to similar siize. We use the
t
full dataset of 70000
samplees. Images were
w
resized to
7
14 ×14
1 pixels.

A. X-Ray Traansmission Im
A
mages of Freigght Containerss
This datasett consists of X-ray transm
mission images of
freight containers, obtained from a Rapiiscan Eagle ®R60
®
raail car scanneer. The scannner images inndividual raill cars
m
moving
at speeeds of up too 60 km h wiith 5.6mm pixels.
Thhe dataset coonsists of 256
60 images off freight contaainers
coontaining carggo (non-emptty) and 2560 images of frreight
coontainers conttaining no carggo (empty). All
A images varyy due
too small differeences in freighht containers and
a their furnniture,
w
while
cargo im
mages also vary
v
in the cargo.
c
We downd
saampled the images, for ease
e
of expeeriment, to 32
3 ×9
piixels.

C. Anomaly Deetection Test P
Problems
Ou
ur six anomally detection teest problems derived
d
from the
t
two datasets were:
1) Ftd. Normall class: emptty freight con
ntainers (tighht);
anomaly classs: non-empty freight containers (diverse)).
2) Fdt. Normaal class: nonn-empty freiight containeers
(diverse); annomaly class: empty freeight containeers
(tight).
3) Mtt. Normal class: handdwritten digitss of {5} (tighht);
anomaly classs: handwrittenn digits of {2} (tight).
written digits of
o odds {1, 3,, 5,
4) Mdt. Normall class: handw
7, 9} (diversee); anomaly cllass: handwrittten digits of {2}
{

B. MNIST Handwritten
B
H
D
Digits
This widely used dataset consists
c
of haandwritten diggits 0
22
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(tight).
5) Mtd. Normal class: handwritten digits of {5} (tight);
anomaly class: handwritten digits of evens {0, 2, 4, 6,
8} (diverse).
6) Mdd. Normal class: handwritten digits of odds {1, 3, 5,
7, 9} (diverse); anomaly class: handwritten digits of
evens {0, 2, 4, 6, 8} (diverse).
For each of these test problems, we sampled without
replacement the following sets:
 Training set. 2048 images from the normal class.
 Validation set. 2048 images from the anomaly class.
 Testing set. 512 images from the normal class and
512 images from the anomaly class.

encouraged to be sparse then its units are forced to learn
significant structures within the data. Imposing sparsity, we
have a minimisation problem of the form:
m
⎫⎪
⎧⎪ p
2
minimise ⎨∑ xi − y i + β ∑ KL ( ρ ρ̂ j )⎬ ,
⎪⎭
⎩⎪ i=1
j=1

(

)

(

) ((

) (

(1)

)(

where KL ρ ρ̂ j = ρ ln ρ / ρ̂ j + 1− ρ ln 1− ρ / 1− ρ̂ j

)) is

our sparsity penalty term, ρ̂ j is the average activation over
the whole training set for hidden unit j , ρ is our (desired)
sparsity level parameter which we constrain ρ̂ j to
approximate, and β is used to control the weight of the
sparsity penalty term.

III. ANOMALY DETECTION FRAMEWORK
TABLE I: SPARSE AUTO-ENCODER HYPERPARAMETER VALUES

In this section, we will describe our anomaly detection
framework. Although our approach is quite general we will
focus on components suitable for images.
Our system performs the following steps given a set of p
training images x1 ,...,x p :
1) Learn a feature encoding, of the training images, using
an unsupervised sparse feed-forward neural network
auto-encoder.
2) Extract features for each image using the trained sparse
auto-encoder.
3) Train a one-class non-linear Radial Basis Function ν Support Vector Machine (RBF SVM) [14], [15]
classifier to predict the label, normal or anomalous,
given the computed features.
Next, we will go on to describing the steps of our system
in finer detail.

Fdt

Mtt

Mdt

Mtd

Mdd

β

576
0.1
4

144
0.5
16

392
0.5
4

392
0.5
4

98
0.25
4

98
0.25
4

λ

10−1

10−3

10−5

10−5

10−5

10−5

Evidently, there are several hyperparameters associated
with the simple single-layered sparse auto-encoders we
employ: m (number of units in the hidden layer, excluding
the bias unit), λ (weight decay) used during backpropagation, ρ (sparsity level), and β (weight of sparsity
penalty term), which were all set to reasonable values based
on preliminary results for each test problem. For
reproducibility our chosen set of hyperparameter values,

{m, ρ , β , λ } , are listed in Table I for each of the six anomaly

A. Unsupervised Sparse Auto-Encoder Feature Learning
A single-layered auto-encoder is a type of feed-forward
artificial neural network with one hidden layer. An autoencoder is trained to reconstruct its input signal by finding
useful features from the input space. The auto-encoder
learns a map from input to representation, where the
representation consists of the activations of the m hidden

detection test problems.
B. Features
We use our sparse auto-encoder to compute several types
of features for use in anomaly detection:

layer units. Concretely, given an input x ∈ R n , the autoencoder computes an output y ∈ R , via a hidden layer
n

representation f ∈ R . The hidden layer activations are
m

Input (INP): x ,

(2)

Hidden Representation (HR): f (x) ,

(3)

Scalar Residual Magnitude (SRM): x − y ,

(4)

Signed Residual (R): x − y ,

(5)

Absolute Residual (AR): x − y ,

(6)

1

,
computed from the input according to f (x) = g (Wx
1 + b1 )
and the output layer from the hidden layer according to
y = g(W2 f (x) + b2 ) . Where W1 ∈ Rm×n and W2 ∈ Rn×m are
weight matrices, b1 ∈ R and b 2 ∈ R are bias vectors, and
m

Ftd

m
ρ

n

(

)

2

Squared Residual (SR): x − y ,

g(z) = 1/ (1+ exp(−z)) is our chosen activation function
applied to the vector z component-wise.

(

(7)

)

Normalised Signed Residual (NR): x − y σ , and

Auto-encoders apply back-propagation, for training
W1,W2 ,b1 , and b 2 , by means of gradient descent, in an

(

Normalised Squared Residual (NSR): x − y

attempt to achieve y ≈ x for the training data. If the hidden
layer has dimensionality not less than the input and output
layers ( m ≥ n ) then it is trivial for the auto-encoder to
succeed in exactly reproducing its inputs, and nothing of use
is learnt. However, if the hidden layer activations are

∑ (x

where σ = (1/ p)

p

k=1

k

− yk )

2

)

2

(8)

2

σ ,

(9)

is the vector of root-

mean-square residuals between input and output across the
training set. All of the features set out above are vectors of
23
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dimension m , except for the scalar residual magnitude
feature.

3) Perform a grid-search over the hyperparameters, and
then select all (in the case of ties) hyperparameter tuples
that give rise to the highest classification accuracy, for
the samples in Step 2.
4) Go back to Step 1 and repeat this process twice more.
We now have a set of hyperparameter tuples {ν ,γ } . We

C. One-Class RBF SVM Classification
Consider our set of training samples x1 ,...,x p and
suppose that these samples are drawn from a probability
distribution P , in the feature space. We apply a non-linear
one-class classification algorithm, namely a Radial Basis
Function ν -Support Vector Machine, [14], [15] in an
attempt to estimate the support of this distribution.
This one-class formulation, of the standard two-class
SVM procedure, first transforms the feature vector via a
non-linear RBF kernel, where the origin is viewed as the
sole member of the unknown second class. The one-class
SVM gives a function h that outputs +1 in a region that
encompasses most of the training samples, and outputs −1
everywhere else.
The objective function to separate the training samples
from the origin of our one-class RBF SVM classifier is the
following quadratic programming minimisation task:

will train an ensemble of one-class RBF SVMs (using the
set of tuples {ν ,γ } ), on the entire training set of 2048
samples, such that they are now ready to predict the labels
of unseen test samples. We combine the label outputs of
each one-class RBF SVM, in the ensemble, by taking the
majority output as the predicted label of an unseen test
sample.
To be clear, we have made use of an anomaly set in order
to select hyperparameter values for our one-class RBF
SVMs. We emphasise that this is a deficiency within our
system, however we do not use the anomaly set to choose
features or a two-class feature space boundary. We aim to
remove the need for anomalous samples, for classifier
hyperparameter optimisation, in future work.
For this study, we utilised the readily available LIBSVM
toolbox (Version 3.20) [16], which is an integrated piece of
software with built-in distribution estimation (one-class
SVM).

p

minω ,ξi ,q

1
1
2
ω + ∑ξ i − q
ν p i=1
2

(10)

subject to:

(ω ⋅ φ ( x )) ≥ q − ξ , ∀i = 1,..., p,

(11)

ξ i ≥ 0, ∀i = 1,..., p,

(12)

i

i

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Using our anomaly detection framework outlined in
Section III, the experiments that are reported in this paper
are as follows:
1) We began by performing a comparison of the features,
(2)-(9), across all six test problems specified in Section
III.A. From this it will be possible to evaluate which of
the features are better suited as representations for the
concept of normality. Furthermore, we may assess
whether anomalous samples, do in some cases, give rise
to abnormal auto-encoder features but normal residuals,
whilst others have abnormal residuals but normal autoencoder features.
2) Lastly, we performed a comparison of two different
ways of combining the best performing feature vectors,
namely:
• Pre-classifier feature vector concatenation where we
combined the best feature vectors into a single new
feature vector.
• Post-classifier fusion whereby a different sparse
auto-encoder is trained on each of the chosen feature
vectors separately and then we combined the results
of the various one-class RBF SVMs to determine
whether a sample is anomalous or not.

where φ is a kernel mapping of x i into a dot product space

F , q is a bias term, and ν ∈ (0,1) is an upper bound on the
fraction of the training samples that are considered to be
out-of-class and a lower bound on the fraction of training
samples used as Support Vectors (SVs).
Our decision rule, having solved the quadratic
programming minimisation problem using Lagrange
multipliers, is:

⎛ p
⎞
h ( x ) = sgn ⎜ ∑αi ⋅ K ( x, x i ) − q ⎟ ,
⎝ i=1
⎠

(13)

where the α i are the Lagrange multipliers, and

(

K ( x i , x j ) = exp −γ ⋅ x i − x j

2

), γ > 0,

(14)

is the RBF kernel with width parameter γ .
There is no clear means in which to differentiate between
alternative one-class RBF SVM models, in the case of
classification accuracy ties, when testing on the validation
set. Therefore, we employ an ensemble composed of the
winning models and take the majority output as the class
label. Formally, our procedure for selecting hyperparameter
values for ν and γ is as follows:
1) Sample without replacement 1024 normal samples
from the training set.
2) Sample 512 normal samples from the training set and
512 anomalous samples from the validation set.

A. Comparison of Features
Our experiments first considered the usefulness of the
features: (2)-(9). Table II shows the classification accuracy
of each ensemble of one-class RBF SVMs, across the six
test problems, on the unseen testing sets described in
Section II.C. There are several notable observations that can
be taken from Table II:
1) The hidden representation is on average the best
24
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performing feature vector across all six test problems,
and most notably it outperforms the raw input signal.
2) The best performing residual is the normalised signed
residual vector, most importantly showing itself to be
better than the scalar residual magnitude feature.
3) The normalised signed residual vector has superiority
over the hidden representation when the normal class is
tight or the anomaly class is diverse, exemplified in the
comparison of their scores for Ftd with Fdt. For Ftd the
hidden representation scores 94.43% while the
normalised signed residual vector scores 98.24% ; for
Fdt the scores are 92.99% and 73.34% , respectively.
for comparison of features

by concatenation.
2) Scale feature dimensions so that each has zero-mean
and unit-variance across the training set.
3) Retrieve the predicted class labels for the testing set
given by the ensemble of one-class RBF SVMs trained
on normal data, with the combined feature vectors, and
take the mode of the predictions, for each sample, as the
label.
2) Post-Classifier Fusion (POST):
1) Retrieve the predicted class labels for the testing set
given by the ensemble of one-class RBF SVMs trained
on normal data with feature vectors of the form (2).
Then compute the mean label, for each sample, given
the predictions from the ensemble.
2) Repeat Step 1, but this time for feature vectors of the
form (3).
3) Repeat Step 1, but this time for feature vectors of the
form (8).
4) Compute the mean of the labels given by Steps 1--3,
then label a sample as normal if the output is positive,
otherwise label as anomalous.
The results in Table III show post-classifier fusion to be
superior to using any of the stand-alone feature vectors: (2),
(3), or (8). In contrast, pre-classifier feature vector
concatenation is on average the worst performing approach,
receiving the lowest classification accuracy.

B. Feature Vector Combination
Having established that input features (2), hidden layer
features (3), and reconstruction errors—encoded as
normalised signed residuals (8)—are all sometimes
effective, but each on different problems, we then
considered the most effective means of combining them. We
compared pre-classifier feature vector concatenation and
post-classifier fusion using a combination of these three
features.
1) Pre-Classifier Feature Vector Concatenation (PRE)
1) Create combined feature vectors for the training data
comprised of the features derived from (2), (3), and (8)

TABLE II: TEST CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) ON THE TEST PROBLEMS (BOLD INDICATES THE HIGHEST ACCURACY WITHIN A ROW)
Test Problem
Ftd
Fdt
Mtt
Mdt
Mtd
Mdd

INP
98.24
80.37
91.11
86.23
85.74
78.52

HR
94.43
92.99
91.21
85.06
88.77
75.29

SRM
95.02
81.15
84.96
70.70
87.60
80.66

R
98.24
55.08
86.91
79.69
50.00
50.00

AR
98.93
48.14
88.77
81.35
50.00
50.00

SR
98.54
50.78
83.59
78.71
86.91
70.12

NR
98.24
73.34
91.80
83.40
86.33
75.59

NSR
99.22
48.44
90.43
80.08
83.01
74.80

Average

86.70

87.96

83.35

69.99

69.53

78.11

84.78

79.33

TABLE III: TEST CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%) ON THE TEST PROBLEMS (BOLD INDICATES THE HIGHEST CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY WITHIN A ROW)
FOR FEATURE VECTOR COMBINATION
Test Problem
Ftd
Fdt
Mtt
Mdt
Mtd
Mdd
Average

INP
98.24
80.37
91.11
86.23
85.74
78.52
86.70

HR
94.43
92.99
91.21
85.06
88.77
75.29
87.96

SRM
95.02
81.15
84.96
70.70
87.60
80.66
83.35

NR
98.24
73.34
91.80
83.40
86.33
75.59
84.78

PRE
98.24
51.86
92.19
82.91
86.82
72.95
80.83

POST
97.66
89.55
92.29
87.01
89.75
78.22
89.08

normality. Its competence is shown through it having the
highest average recognition rate amongst the stand-alone
feature vectors. The robustness of the hidden layer
representation is best illustrated in situations where the autoencoder does not struggle to reconstruct anomalous images,
and so gives rise to low residuals. For instance, in Fdt,
where we have a diverse normal class of high-complexity
non-empty cargo containers and an anomaly class of empty
cargo containers. In this test problem the auto-encoder is
able to reconstruct the low-complexity empty cargo
containers, despite having never been trained to do so.
However, the units of the hidden representation are activated
in an abnormal fashion, and as such we are able to identify a
greater number of anomalous images, as opposed to using

V. SUMMARY
In this empirical study, on the detection of anomalous
data using auto-encoders, we have conducted several
experiments on a range of anomaly detection test problems.
Our experiments compared a selection of different feature
vectors derived from a sparse auto-encoder feed-forward
neural network. The empirical results appear to support our
hypothesis that there is indeed a better way to use residual
errors than simply computing the magnitude, and this is
most apparent when the normalised signed residual is
employed. Furthermore, the results suggest that the hidden
layer representation, as a stand-alone feature vector, is more
than capable of characterising the fundamental attributes of
25
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thhe residuals too make a prediction. Thiss differs from
m the
coonverse test prroblem, Ftd, where
w
the classs labels have been
sw
wapped. We see
s in this case a performannce increase across
a
alll the featuree vectors, sinnce the autoo-encoder finnds it
diifficult to enncode a moore-complex non-empty cargo
c
coontainer imagge having been
b
trained on empty cargo
c
coontainers, which
w
are relatively homogeneous
h
s in
apppearance. Noonetheless, thhe use of the normalised siigned
reesidual, the hiddden represenntation and thee input signal work
efffectively wheen all three arre used in tanddem and combbined
ussing a post-claassifier fusionn. By doing thhis, we are abble to
beenefit from thheir individuall anomaly detection capabilities,
thhat is, some anomalies
a
maay only be apparent
a
in onne of
thhose constituennts.
Our aim in this work was
w to consideer the probleem of
annomaly detecttion without the knowledgge of the anoomaly
cllass. We note that we deviaated from thiss aim at one stage:
s
w make use of an anom
we
maly validation set to select
s
hyyperparameterrs for one-classs RBF SVMss. Whilst the use
u of
a validation seet is not ideall, it is a com
mponent we aiim to
reemove in futture work soo as to movee towards a truly
unnsupervised syystem.
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